
DSE

Dynamics 365 for Finance and Operations 

Accelerate your business with the skills and 
knowledge for a stable platform

Designated Support Engineering (DSE) helps you realize the value of your Dynamics 365 for Finance 

and Operations investment with comprehensive technical expertise, supported by the full resources 

of Microsoft. 

DSE Dynamics 365 for Finance and Operations combines an intimate knowledge of your environment 

with the knowledge, skills, and resources necessary to ensure you have a stable platform from which to 

gain a competitive edge.

With DSE, a team of Microsoft experts will analyze your Dynamics 365 for Finance and Operations 

implementation to ensure that you are leveraging best practices, aligning to existing processes, 

mitigating risks, and staying ahead of blockers. Combining the team approach of DSE with the power of 

a modern finance and operations solution will ensure success through your digital transformation.

Comprehensive guidance and expertise

By combining your unique environment and business 

goals with deep knowledge of Microsoft technologies, 

together we methodically operationalize an effective 

plan for your continued success.

Benefits of DSE Dynamics 365 for Finance and 

Operations

DSE Dynamics 365 offers a balance between flexible and 

baseline services focused on education, optimization, 

assessment, and monitoring to accelerate the realization of 

business value from Dynamics 365.

Assessing & envisioning

Capability & service needs alignment

Technology planning, implementation and 

operation

Attainment, adoption and quality 

management

1

Educate

Chalk talks and ad-hoc trainings that enhance your 

IT skill set to better deliver a modern cloud-based 

solution 

2

Optimize

Workshops, assessments, and performance reviews 

improve network efficiency, overall system 

performance, and insight generation

3

Assess and Monitor 

Day-to-day proactive maintenance to prevent 

critical reactive situations | Customized assessment 

and knowledge transfer capabilities

Why DSE?

For more information 

about Support solutions 

from Microsoft, contact 

your Microsoft 

representative or visit the 

Unified Support website

A proven outcome-based framework to achieve your organizational and IT objectives

Integration with your team to ensure a deep technical relationship and ongoing 

awareness of your organization and IT environment

Knowledge transfer to help your IT staff increase skills for stabilization, optimization,

and innovation
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